ABSTRACT This paper investigates and presents a block-based opto-color cipher using double random phase encoding (DRPE) with different block sizes. The color plainimage is divided into equal-sized blocks and then converted to an optical signal by an optical emitter. The obtained optical signal is encrypted by employing the DRPE technique, which applies two types of phase modulation, time, and Fourier domains. Finally, the optical color cipherimage is, upon detection, converted to digital format by a charge-coupled device digital camera. Experiments and security analysis show that the proposed block-based optical color image cipher using DRPE with increased block size is secure, effective, and including a good immunity to channel noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major problems of digital color image transmission over network is the security issue. Therefore, many image ciphering techniques have been researched on to overcome the security issue.
Optical encryption methods have the power to provide fast processing, parallelism, high degree of freedom, and flexibility for the encoded beam. Different optical ciphers have been suggested in relation to the methodology of data encryption such as full phase ciphering, amplitude-based ciphering, and polarization encoding ciphering [1] - [3] . Researchers have proved that full phase ciphering is more efficient and secure than amplitude-based ciphering because of the existence of nonlinear features of phase function and additive noise.
The DRPE is an optical image encryption technique [4] that is categorized as one of the most utilized and efficient optical ciphering scheme that involves a pair of random phase keys; the first one in time domain and second in Fourier domain. The Fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) is used as polarization for traditional encoding techniques in the time domain, while the Optical Fourier Transform (OFT) performs a paramount optical image processing function in the Fourier domain for encoding applications [5] . Here, the setup consists of two cascaded lenses that execute the OFT process of the input object in the DRPE scheme [6] - [8] .
In the literature, many color image ciphering schemes were proposed depending on the diffusion and confusion [9] - [20] . In [9] , a color image cipher utilizing RGB pixel displacements was suggested. Both of the original and key images are split into RGB components. Then, the cipher image is generated by applying XOR operation and scrambling on RGB components. Although the statistical analysis shows a numerous difference, the proposed method was not robust to most common types of attacks and channel noises. Furthermore, the proposed method was not suitable for encrypting color images of different sizes.
In [10] , the suggested scheme applied an affine transformation in the gyrator transform (GT). The color image RGB combinations are transformed into real and imaginary portions with affine transformation. The GT is employed twice to improve the cipher security. The affine and GT parameters are the cipher keys. The work didn't investigate the statistical security analysis to evaluate its efficiency.
In [11] , a color ciphering scheme that composing the sine chaotic mapping and DNA encoding to cipher the transmitted images was introduced. The results verify that the presented ciphering scheme can work efficiently and safely in the existence of attacks. In [12] , a DRPE scheme for reliable multimedia transmission was proposed. Also, an interleaving process on the streamed data based on chaotic map scheme was introduced. The results confirmed that the presented ciphering scheme can work efficiently for reliable transmission of video data.
In [13] , an efficient image ciphering technique using fractional discrete cosine transform was proposed. The test simulations proved the efficiency and validity of the proposed scheme. In [14] , a chaotic tent map image cipher was investigated. The suggested technique ciphered the plain image utilizing the key streams of plainimage and secret keys. The statistical security analysis of the suggested technique demonstrated that a lot of problems of the traditional CTM techniques have been solved.
In [15] , an image ciphering scheme was introduced that utilized a pixel shuffling operator for hiding and mixing the primary color data. The simulated results showed that the suggested cipher was secure, sensible to keys, feasible and has a good resistance to multimedia attacks. In [16] , a double self-adaptive encryption technique for ciphering color images was suggested. The proposed technique compressed and encrypted each color image component with using 2D compressive sensing which are generated through compound chaotic schemes. The suggested ciphering technique results ensured high security.
In [17] , a color image ciphering scheme based on using fractional chaotic techniques was introduced. The ciphered images introduced zero autocorrelation, uniform histogram, and a high entropy value. A new encryption method for a color image was suggested in the Fresnel domain [18] . The color plainimage is split into three phase masks utilizing Gerchberg Saxton Phase Iterative scheme with another predefined phase key.
In [19] , a color image ciphering/deciphering method based on masking and shuffling was suggested. The proposed method utilized the chaotic Baker map and the fractional dual random phase masking to improve the security level. The tests ensured that the proposed cipher has high efficiency and reliable for image transmission.
In [20] , a two-stage image ciphering method using DRPE and baker mapping was introduced. The plainimage is split into detail and approximate components utilizing DWT. After that, the details components are ciphered utilizing the chaotic Baker map scheme. Then, the DRPE method is employed utilizing two various keys for increasing the security of the transmitted images and to minimize the correlation between the ciphered pixels. The tested results demonstrated good noise resistance, and key sensitivity.
This research paper introduces a DRPE block-based optocolor cipher with different block sizes. The security examination of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher is analyzed in terms of visual inspection, information entropy, histograms, differential analysis, encryption quality analysis, and effect of noise. All the simulation and experimental results demonstrate a high confusion efficiency of the suggested technique with respect to literature methods.
The paper remainder is marshaled as follows. Section II explores DRPE as an optical encryption technique. Section III explains in detail the proposed DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes. Simulation and performance tests are explored in section IV. Noise effect on the deciphering system is discussed and investigated in section V. In section VI, the comparative analysis between the proposed scheme and the recent literature schemes is introduced. Section VII summarizes the conclusions.
II. THE DRPE
The DRPE utilizes a pair of Random Phase Mask (RPM) or keys in a setup called ''4f''. The first key RPM1 is bonded by the color plainimage in time domain. The second key, RPM2, is also bonded by the result obtained in the first stage in Fourier plane. Then, a second OFT is employed to reconstruct the color cipherimage in time domain.
Let I (i, j) and F(i, j) be plain and cipher color images, and x(u, v) and h(i, j) stand for key pair functions in frequency/spatial domains, where their estimations are located in the range of [0-1] with uniform distribution probability. The DRPE ciphering mechanism may be formulated as [4] :
By the same way, the DRPE deciphering mechanism can be formulated as [4] :
Here, exp(j2π θ(i, j)) and exp(−j2π ω(u, v)) are the keys transmitted in conjunction to the resulted encrypted image. Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of the ciphering mechanism. The color plainimage is divided into equal blocks [21] , [22] and then converted from electrical signal to optical signal using an optical emitter (optical source). The resulted optical image is encrypted by employing the DRPE technique with two types of phase modulation on the optical image, one in time domain and the other in Fourier domain. Finally, the image is detected by using a CCD digital camera and then converted to the digital format that can be processed through computer. The ciphering mechanism can be formulated mathematically as:
III. THE PROPOSED DRPE BLOCK-BASED OPTO-COLOR CIPHER
On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows the framework of the suggested deciphering mechanism, which can be represented mathematically as:
The conjugate of RPMs are applied to the optical signal to decrypt the image in two stages: (1) the optical signal is converted to the electrical signal by using the optical detector, and then (2) the image blocks are collected to get the color plainimage. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed encryption technique, two color plainimages 'Barbara' and 'House', are sized to 512 × 512, 
A. VISUAL TESTING
The visual testing may be considered as one of the almost remarkable methods for evaluating the encryption quality. The more characteristics of a cipherimage disappear, the more a ciphering technique is recommended. The results of the cipherimages are shown in Fig. 4 for the Barbara and House images. It is noticed that the proposed encryption technique succeeds in ciphering and hiding the main details of the color plainimages. 
B. ENTROPY ANALYSIS
The structural property of the color plainimage should be hidden in the color cipherimage. Therefore, disappearing structural property leads to unpredictability of secret information of an enciphered image. Entropy analysis is used to measure this unpredictability by the following mathematical formula [26] :
where E(x) denotes the entropy for cipherimage x, P(x i ) represents the occurrence probability of symbol x i x i in the cipherimage x, N denotes the bits number to assign the symbol x i x i and log 2 log 2 will be applied to get the entropy value as a function of bits. The resulted pixel value may be located in the range from 0 to 255. It is known that the optimum 4186 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Visual results of ciphered color Barbara and House component images using DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes of 512×512, 256×256, 128×128, 64×64, 32×32, 16×16, 8×8, and 4×4. value for the cipherimage entropy is 8. The entropy values of the three-color components for cipherimages are listed in Table 1 . One can notice that the cipherimage entropy of is close to 8, which may be considered as an ideal entropy value; consequently, the leakage of information in encryption process can be neglected, which ensures the immunity of the proposed image encryption module regarding entropy attacks.
C. HISTOGRAMS ANALYSIS
The image histogram counts and graphs the pixels for every gray level. The histogram results of plain channels are presented in Fig. 6 for the color plainimages, and Fig. 7 illustrates the histogram results of ciphered RGB channels using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher. As the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher includes a diffusion procedure, pixel values must be changed. So, it is noticed from the histogram results presented in Fig. 7 that the color cipherimage histograms are completely distinct compared to their corresponding color plainimage histograms. Fig. 8 
D. CIPHERING QUALITY ANALYSIS
The ciphering quality of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher can be estimated using three parameters: (1) correlation coefficient (r xy ), (2) histogram deviation (D H ) between the color plainimage and the color cipherimage, and (3) the irregular deviation (D I ) of the color cipherimage. The correlation coefficient (r xy ) can be calculated in 1-D sequences as follows [27] :
where x is color plainimage and y is the color cipher- 2 , and L is image total pixels. The histogram deviation (D H ) between the plainimage and the cipherimage is obtained by estimating the difference between the areas under the histogram curves using the formula [28] :
where d(i) is absolute variance among the amplitude values of the obtained histograms of plain and encrypted images at the pixel level i with dimensions W × H . Finally, irregular deviation (D I ) of the color cipherimage is estimated using the following equations [29] :
where h(i) is color cipherimage histogram at i-level and M is average of a pre-assumed uniform histogram distribution for ideal cipherimage. The values of the correlation coefficient (r xy ), histogram deviation (D H ) and the irregular deviation (D I ) are presented in Table 2 . The r xy and D H values are both close to zero and the D I values are low. Consequently, the color plainimage and the color cipherimage are uncorrelated.
E. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
The underlying principle of a differential attack relates to modifying a pixel or bit in the plainimage and discovers the difference between the two resulted cipherimages. The immunity of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher against differential attacks can be analyzed through calculating the UACI and the NPCR values. Consider two cipherimages C1 and C2 of the two plainimages S1 and S2, which have 2-D matrix of size H × W with only one-pixel value variation such that D(i, j) = 1. UACI and NPCR values are estimated for the cipherimages C1 and C2 using the following two equations [28] , [29] :
where W and H represent the color cipherimage width and height. The ideal value for the UACI and NPCR are 33.46% and 99.60%, respectively. Table 3 gives the numerical estimations of NPCR, and UACI , which indicate that the suggested ciphering technique is secure and robust against a differential attack. Tables 3 and 4 put all together the metrics of image entropy, correlation coefficient, deviations (D H and D I ), NPCR, and UACI for the encrypted Barbara and House component images using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher at different block sizes. It is observed that the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes becomes more secure as increasing the color plainimage block size.
V. EFFECT OF NOISE
The PSNR values are calculated for evaluating the visual quality and the robustness efficiency of the proposed technique in channel noise existence.
The performance efficiency of the deciphering mechanism is tested with PSNR values (in dB) using the following formula:
where f 1 (i, j), f 2 (i, j) denotes pixels gray values positioned in the i th row and j th column plainimage and cipherimage, respectively. For better noise immunity, a higher value (than 5) of PSNR is a requirement in cipherimage. The PSNR values for several cipherimages generated using the DRPE block-based optocolor cipher at different block sizes are calculated and given in Tables 5 and 6 . These numerical and subjective outcomes confirm and support the efficiency and robustness of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher in the existence of channel noise.
VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
To verify the efficiency of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher for reliable color transmission over insecure channels, test experiments are employed for comparing results of DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with the state-of-theart schemes [9] , [11] , [14] - [17] , [19] , [20] . We compared the statistical security analysis of the entropy, correlation coefficient, UACI, NPCR, and PSNR results of the proposed encryption scheme with the recent literature encryption related schemes in [9] , [11] , [14] - [17] , [19] , and [20] .
The entropy values of the three-color components for the Lena cipherimage are listed in Table 7 of the DRPE blockbased opto-color cipher compared to the proposed schemes in [14] and [17] . We noticed that the entropies of the cipherimage for the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher are more closely to 8 compared to other literature methods in [14] and [17] , which is the ideal entropy value; consequently, the leakage of information in encryption process can be TABLE 6. Decrypted Barbra and House images using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes in the existence of channel noise with various noise variances on the encrypted images. VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 6. (Continued.) Decrypted Barbra and House images using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes in the existence of channel noise with various noise variances on the encrypted images.
TABLE 7.
The estimated entropy of ciphered RGB Lena image for the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher and the literature schemes in [14] and [17] .
neglected, which ensures the immunity of the DRPE blockbased opto-color cipher regarding the entropy attack compared to the literature schemes.
The comparison values of correlation coefficient for the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher and the proposed schemes in [9] , [14] - [16] , [19] , and [20] for the Lena image are presented in Table 8 . The correlation coefficient values for the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher are more closely to zero compared with correlation coefficient values of the stateof-the-art schemes. Consequently, the color plainimage and the color cipherimage are uncorrelated. Table 9 lists NPCR/UACI numerical values of the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher compared to the proposed TABLE 8. The correlation coefficient of ciphered RGB Lena image for the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher and the literature schemes in [9] , [14] - [16] , [19] , and [20] .
schemes in [14] and [19] . The results indicate that the suggested ciphering technique in this paper is more secure and robust against a differential attack.
The PSNR results (dB) of the deciphered Lena image using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher compared to the proposed schemes in [19] and [20] are presented in Table 10 . The DRPE block-based opto-color cipher is more efficient than the proposed schemes in [19] and [20] . [14] and [19] . TABLE 10. The PSNR (dB) results of the deciphered Lena image using the DRPE block-based opto-color cipher compared to the proposed schemes in [19] and [20] .
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a DRPE block-based opto-color cipher with different block sizes. In the DRPE block-based optocolor cipher, the color plainimage is split into equal sized blocks and converted to optical signal, and then encrypted using the DRPE scheme. Several experiments using MATLAB were carried out on four color plainimages with different block sizes. The experimental tests obtained and the security analysis demonstrated that the DRPE blockbased opto-color cipher with increased block size of the input color plainimage is secure and effective, including a good immunity to channel noise. 
